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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,

MAY/JUNE 2018

It’s truly been an incredible year for the Marian Gazette’s revival, which wouldn’t have come about had it not
been for our avid readers, supporters, and writers. Once again, I’d like to thank and acknowledge those who contributed their time and effort into some, most, or all of the editions. The amount of hard work and dedication that
I witnessed being poured into each one is certainly something I would never take for granted.
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Two Beloved Faculty
Members Retiring
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Take a Tour Around
Shea’s
p. F2
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For starters, thank you to the St. Mary’s faculty and staff for their willingness to partake in “Guess the Teacher,”
as well as simply taking the time out to read the Gazette. Receiving positive feedback from them has meant the
world to me, and I can’t wait to further shine light on their wonderful legacies and wisdom in future editions.

p. G1

Congratulations, Class of 2018!

I’d also like to thank our incredible writers and photographers for their willingness to share their voice and contribute a unique sentiment to many of the editions. To have a platform that allows one to freely be heard and express themselves is so important, so I’m beyond blessed that St. Mary’s has allowed the Gazette to become the
pivotal platform in which the Lancer community can do so.
Next, thank you to Mrs. Roberson for helping to get the Marian Gazette back on its feet in the first place, and for
encouraging her students to create their own articles for it. Writing is undoubtedly a powerful tool and gift, so
watching others utilize it to the best of their abilities and take the opportunity to share their voice is not something to be taken lightly.
From the bottom of my heart, I’d like to thank the true backbone of both the Gazette and many of the Lancer
behind-the-scenes functions: Miss Kawa. The Marian Gazette would not be at all what it’s become today without
her. From laying out the entire newsletter to writing a copious amount of articles (as well as contributing her
photography skills), Miss Kawa is truly the heart and soul of the Marian Gazette, and I’m beyond privileged to
be able to work alongside her in creating each edition.

St. Mary’s honored the Class of
2018 at the school’s 114th
Commencement Exercises on
May 24, 2018.
Dean of Academics & Curriculum, Mr. Junik led the ceremony, introducing Mr. Fay to give
the Invocation.

Valedictorian, Chelsea Okon
also addressed the nearly 900person crowd with a speech
that focused on how the millennial generation, while considered underdogs, has the
power to change the world.

At graduation, St. Mary’s also
presents the Marian Award,
which is the highest honor
Class President, Shae Antobestowed upon a Lancer. The
nicelli gave an inspiring adaward goes to the graduating
dress, relating students’ time at senior who displays qualities
St. Mary’s to the process of
unmatched by their peers in
putting together a puzzle. Each kindness, service, and what it
year, the end picture starts to
means to be a Lancer. This
get clearer thanks to the help of year’s Marian Award winner
the St. Mary’s faculty and the
was Andrew Wargo.
friends met along the way.
Andrew can always be found

on-campus, even after graduation, as the “go-to” guy for
just about everything. He DJs
dances, runs clubs (like Lancer
First Responders), emcees
sporting events, leads Campus
Ministry, and makes the day
brighter for everyone he interacts with. St. Mary’s will undoubtedly miss his presence
next year.
The names of the graduates
were read, and students
walked across the stage, accepting their diplomas from
Mr. Junik, Board Chair, Mr.
Fiume, and Head of School,
Mr. Kelleher.
The Class of 2018 moved
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Lastly (but certainly not least), thank you to YOU— our readers! We hope you’ve enjoyed the newsletters, and
we can’t wait to further bring you entertainment, information, and inside scoops in the upcoming school year.
their tassels, tossed their caps
in the air, and entered the
world as St. Mary’s alumni.
The graduates and their families were then able to take part
in an after-party on the front
lawn to chat, take some photos, and eat at one of the four
food trucks present.
The Class of 2018 is comprised of 88 graduates—88
students who left their mark
on St. Mary’s, making our
school a better place because
they were here. Congratulations, Class of 2018! Here’s to
the exciting future ahead for
you all!
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I’m truly beyond blessed to have been given this opportunity, and I greatly look forward to serving as the editor
for the 2018-2019 school year. I hope you all have a delightful and relaxing summer, and I can’t wait to see what
the Lancer Community brings to the table next!
“You can design and create and build the most wonderful place in the world. But it takes people to make the
dream a reality.” (Walt Disney)
Sincerely yours,
Brianna Propis

Calling all writers!
Do you like to write? Are you passionate about St. Mary’s? Do you have a particular interest you’d like to share
with an audience?
If you answered yes to any of the above, then come join us at The Marian Gazette! We are currently looking for
student writers for all of our news sections for next year. If you are interested, please contact Student Editor
Brianna Propis, Mrs. Roberson, or Miss Kawa.

School News
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Faculty and Staff Participate in Day of Caring
Each spring brings forth a renewed spirit and sense of excitement for the season that lies
ahead. In keeping with this zest
for the season, the faculty and
staff of St. Mary’s High School
recently participated in the
school’s annual Day of Caring.
Guided by the Franciscan tradition’s call to service, half of the
school’s faculty and staff spent a
day at St. Luke’s Mission of
Mercy, while the Buffalo City
Mission hosted the other half of
the staff.
Head of School, Mr. Kelleher,
wants to ensure St. Mary’s students develop a well-rounded
sense of self throughout their
time at the school: “One of the
main virtues we want our kids to
value at St. Mary’s is that sense

value at St. Mary’s is that sense of
service,” Kelleher said. “We want
our students to experience the
amazing feeling you get when you
give to others, and it is important
for us, as teachers and administrators, to give of our time and talents as well.”
While at St. Luke’s, the St. Mary’s
contingentcy unboxed and organized hundreds of gloves to be
donated to those in need. Then,
over at the Buffalo City Mission,
staff members did various tasks
throughout the day.

cause,” Kelleher continued.
“We have a platform to work
with these organizations that
are so vital to our community
and show our kids they can
make a difference. That’s the
power of learning through
experiences in and out of the
classroom.” St. Mary’s plans to
start a Lancer Volunteer Corps.

Seniors Honored at Spring Sports Banquet
next year, where interested
students will go to various
places each month, volunteering their time to help those in
need under the guidance of
the school’s Campus Minister, Deacon Robb Ciezki.

Mr. Gary Schulenberg will leave
St. Mary’s after 33 years of teaching Social Studies before transitioning to become the school librarian in recent years.

To say Mr. Schu and Mrs. Aures
will be missed is a gross understatement. Both Mr. Schu and
Mrs. Aures have built legacies at
St. Mary’s that will live on even

The list of winners includes:
Female Athlete of the Year—Libby Benzer
Male Athlete of the Year—Christian Szablewski

Ken Jakubowski Female Service to Athletics Award—
Summer Slade
Lady Lancer Hustle Award—Jill Vitale

Harry Paul Service to Athletics Award—Eric Brown
Harry Paul Service to Athletics Award—Jake Fay
Dick Woj Service to Basketball—Matthew Ciezki

National Honor Society Gives Back to
Community

Beloved Faculty Bid Farewell

Mrs. Linda Aures has taught freshmen Earth Science and Physics at
St. Mary’s for the past 41 years.

On June 5th, select seniors were honored for their athletic
accomplishments at the annual spring sports banquet.

Chelsea Kiebzak Award for Excellence in Women’s
Basketball—Erin DiPirro

St. Mary’s plans to make these
days of service a staple on their
school calendar, for both faculty
and students alike: “There are so
many great organizations in Buffalo that serve some type of population in need or serve a deserving

Two favorites in the St. Mary’s
faculty world are retiring at the
end of this school year.
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after their last classes are dismissed.
There are no words to describe the
gratitude the entire St. Mary’s community has for their years of service
and the profound influence these two
remarkable educators have had at St.
Mary’s for nearly four decades.

Some members of NHS pose with folders the group made for
Make-A-Wish children (from left to right): Julia Hartloff,
Athena Mohamed, Ashley Cruz, Chelsea Okon, Kailey
Kline, Claire Fahey, and Caitlin Bish

Earlier this year, students
in the Marian Chapter of
the National Honor Society
decided to raise money
for Make-A-Wish Western
New York through different fundraising activities
and decorated folders for
wish kids going on trips,
meeting celebrities, and
doing other fun things!
Our Lancers are doing
some great things in the
community! A special
thank you goes out to
Make-A-Wish Develop-

ment Coordinator, Laura
Nutty who visited St.
Mary’s to meet our students and accept the donations!

Faculty Spotlight
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Sports

Faculty Q & A with Mr. Mauro
Last month’s “Guess the Teacher” featured a
few facts about Mr. Mauro, so here’s a more
in-depth interview with one of SMH’s favorite teachers:
Q: When did you start teaching at St.
Mary’s and what has been your fondest memory?
A: “I started teaching at St. Mary's in
2014 in what is now the Hockey
Lounge. My fondest memory so far
was having the opportunity to teach
my niece, Gabrielle, during her senior
year.”

Q: What/who inspired you to become a teacher?
A: “My father inspired me to become
a teacher.”
Q: Knowing all that you do now, if
you could give your high school students any words of wisdom, what
would you say?
A: “Stop texting and Snapchatting,
and instead read a book!”

Men’s Lacrosse Brings Home Title

Q: Any piece of advice for students
struggling to decide on a college university or major?
A: “Go to a college you can afford and
see yourself attending. Find a major,
make friends, and get a degree. Life
changes constantly after college, and a
degree is the consistency employers are
looking for.”

A couple of weeks ago, the Men’s
Varsity Club Lacrosse Team beat
Newfane to win the league championship! Way to go, boys!

Q: Anything else you'd like to share
with The Marian Gazette readers?
A: “Thanks for bringing back the Gazette!”

Q: Where did you attend high school?

Sports
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Mr. Fay’s Corner

A: “St. Francis High School”
Q: Who is your personal hero and
why?
A: “I would have to say my heroes are
my two older brothers who are both
successful in their careers, families,
and communities of Western New
York and Kansas City.”

What about June raises your enthusiasm? Is it the start of summer, the end of school, the celebration of Father's Day or Flag Day? Or
perhaps for the liturgically-minded, it’s the beginning of O.T. (Ordinary Time)?
On the liturgical calendar this year, June begins with the feast of Corpus Christi, the Body and Blood of Jesus. For Catholics, this gift
sacramentalizes the "Real Presence" of Christ with us. This gift is not a reward for being good or something we have earned; rather, it is
unconditionally bestowed to help us be aware of the presence of Jesus in our life and to strengthen us to be faithful disciples. Eucharist
comes from the Greek, meaning thanksgiving. In English, Eucharist is both a noun and a verb. As a noun, it is the sacrament of Jesus
we receive at liturgy. As a verb, it is the action that follows our reception. Eucharist is the love of God, our neighbor, and ourselves, and
how that translates into what we say and what we do.
On June 17 (and everyday), let us be thankful to "Our Father" for His presence in our lives; to Jesus for His gift of eternal life, and to
the Holy Spirit for His presents of wisdom, understanding, counsel, fortitude, knowledge, piety, and fear of the Lord.

Crew Competes at
Saratoga States
Olivia Nasternak, Kerry Sullivan, Destiny
Severn, Gia Sacco, Grace Haxton and Jennamae Lipiarz represented St. Mary's rowing,
under the banner of the Buffalo Scholastic
Rowing Association. Olivia won gold in the
Junior 4, earning the NY State Championship
and also went on to win silver in the Lightweight Double. Kerry and Destiny won gold
in the Novice 4, beating the closest competition by six boat lengths, also earning them the
NY State Championship title. All the Lady
Lancers placed in the top winning positions
to qualify the finals.

Baseball Falls to St.
Joe’s in Marathon Game
In a game that lasted over two days—yes, that’s
right, two days—St. Mary’s fell to St. Joe’s in the
deciding game three of the semifinal series for
the Georgetown Cup.
The Lancers were up 2-1 with one out in the
bottom of the fifth, when lightning struck—
literally— and play was suspended until the following day.

Source: Olivia Nasternak ʼ19

Picking up right where they left off, the Lancers
couldn’t hold the momentum, losing 3-2 in the
14th inning. Despite the heartbreaking loss, it
was another great season for Lancers baseball!

Softball Falls Just Short
in Championship

A Blessed and Happy Father's Day. Benedicat vos omnipotens Deus. twf+

Guess the Teacher
Each month, The Marian Gazette will feature a different person in our “Guess the Teacher” section. If you think you know
who this month’s teacher is, submit your guess to Student Editor Brianna Propis at 19bpropis@student.smhlancers.org.
Limit one guess per student and the first to submit the correct answer wins. The winner will receive a Tim Horton’s gift card!


I enjoy the art of good handwriting/penmanship.



I was a professional photographer
for many years.



My favorite outdoor activity is
creek walking.



I am not interested in ever
bungee jumping - ever!



I love to clean.



I have a dog named Caroline after
the Neil Diamond song, “Sweet
Caroline.”



I will not turn around in an elevator, after entering to face the
door. Try it! It's fun and makes
people crazy, and they don't
know what to do about it!

After an undefeated season in the Monsignor Martin, the Lancers came up just short in the league
championship game, falling 1-0 to the Nardin Gators in 10 innings. The game was a pitchers’ duel,
without either team able to get runners into scoring until the game was forced into an International
Tiebreaker in the 10th inning, where a runner
starts the inning on second base.
St. Mary’s also wants to congratulate Caitlin Bish
and Maggie Kellner on First Team All-Catholic
selections and Mackenzie Suto and Ava Miller on
earning spots on the Second Team.

To begin the season, the Lancers took a trip to Mudville (in
Herkimer, NY) and took home the tournament championship!
Photo submitted by: Sarah Hapeman ʼ18

Alumni News
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Sports
Alumni News
& Updates
Grand Reunion Set for June 29th and 30th
St. Mary’s will be hosting a “Grand
Reunion” for anyone who graduated in
a year ending in a 3 or an 8 the weekend of June 29 and 30, 2018.

Student Beat
Marian Gazette Contributor Receives
Honor for Photography
I selected a picture I had taken in
the Buffalo Central Terminal of
the Main Concourse Window. I
submitted this picture, and was
excited to receive an honorable
mention award. As I continue to
develop my photography, I will also
participate in the Glens Falls Art
festival during the last weekend of
On Thursday, May 10th, Villa
July and the Lewiston Art festival
Maria College held its 24th annual on August 11th and 12th. Since
High School Photography Exhibi- this is my last “Marian Gazette”
tion. Students from grades nine to for the year, I wanted to thank
twelve were allowed to submit their everybody for their support of my
photography for judgement and
work! There will be more to come
presentation in the gallery. This
next year!
year featured 275 submissions,
150 of which were accepted. Out of -Alyssa LaMartina
the 150 accepted, there were ten
honorable mentions given out. This
was my first year participating, and
I had a great time being able to
show my work.
Junior Alyssa LaMartina has graciously contributed her photography and storytelling skills to
The Marian Gazette over the past
year. A favorite section among
Gazette readers, Alyssa has recently been honored for her
work. Let’s hear from the award
-winner herself:

On Friday, June 29th, individual classes
will set up their own gatherings at different locations, while classes will then
come together at St. Mary’s on Saturday, June 30th for a Mass at Our Lady
of Pompeii and then a reception at the
school to follow.
We are hoping for a great turnout of St.
Mary’s alumni to welcome back
“home” for the weekend.
Once a Lancer, always a Lancer!

Junior Alyssa LaMartina poses with her
award-winning photograph of the Central
Terminal.

Poetry Corner: Peace in the World
St. Mary’s Golf Tournament Will Be Fun for All
In this section of the Gazette, senior Derek Johnson graces readers with one of his poems.
St. Mary’s 19th annual Golf Tournament is set for Monday, June
25th at Lancaster Country Club. A
shot-gun start is set for noon.
After a record number of golfers
turned out last year, this year’s
tournament is selling out quickly!
If you are interested in signing up
to join us for a day on a beautiful
course, filled with good food,
friends, and fun, then please visit
our website, smhlancers.org or
contact Amanda Rebeck at
arebeck@smhlancers.org.

“Untitled Poem”
By Derek Johnson
Today ….. The world is evolving, changing and is tragic in many ways. We talk about gang violence in the streets daily, crips and
bloods. Well how about the gangs of reality, the USA, Afghanistan, Iran etc. They throw shots and terrorist attacks to our country, and we try and fight back to our best abilities. We’re not known to set bombs in public nor are we known to hurt another
country by surprise. It’s “beef” and corruption in the “streets.” Well I know a lot of people haven’t thought the process out of
the real gangs nowadays … It’s “beef” between countries around the world. In the United States we are known as “the land of
the free,” and other countries can’t stand the freedom we have. They think that if they attack us, we’ll give up and that’ll put the
smile on their faces they they’ve been waiting for. Now don’t get me wrong, in my opinion we don’t have a perfect country at all.
Slavery is still in order and even if African Americans aren’t still picking, raking and being tortured, they’re still treated differently.
Diversity and segregation is still amongst us. People of different color are still not getting along in many areas. We need to put an
end to the difficulties and make peace in the world we all live in.

Student Beat
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Student Beat
Shea’s: A Culture “Hot Spot”
in the Heart of Buffalo

Student Beat
7 Reasons to Watch: Supernatural
This month, Nicole Gorny tells us why
Supernatural is one of the best shows on TV.
1. Brotherly Love
Supernatural first aired on television in 2005,
and is currently filming its 14th season. The
show revolves around the Winchester
brothers, Sam and Dean. One of the underlying themes of the hit series is the bond
between these two siblings—their relationship and differing personalities make for a
great dynamic. Dean is the cocky, immature, older brother who’s always looked out
for his little brother, Sam. Sam is intelligent
and cautious. He also wants to pursue a life
outside of “hunting.”
Throughout the show, it’s fascinating to
watch the two brothers interact with each
other. Their relationship on-camera is aided
by the fact that the actors, Jared Padalecki
(as Sam) and Jensen Ackles (as Dean) are
best friends in real life. They’re both incredibly dedicated and make such a great duo.
2. Classic Rock
A tradition that has “carried on” since the
first season is the playing of “Carry On My
Wayward Son” by Kansas during the
show’s season finale episode. Numerous
other Classic Rock songs have been played
as well, including “Highway to Hell” by
ACDC, “Eye of the Tiger” by Survivor,
“Renegade” by Styx, and many more. Occasionally, a character will even reference a
song in regards to a current situation that
correlates well with the song’s lyrics.

By: Alyssa La Martina
Perhaps one of the most well-known landmarks that Buffalo calls its own is Shea’s Performing Arts Center, located on Main
Street in Downtown Buffalo. The theatre was originally named and known as Shea’s Buffalo. The project began in 1925. The
design plan was formulated and precisely executed by the talented Rapp brother architects, George and Cornelius. The Rapp
brothers were famous for collaborating on elaborate theatre construction projects throughout the country.
The theater’s design was based on the Spanish and French Baroque styles of design and architecture. Other inspirations included 16th and 17th century opera houses in Europe. The interior was designed by renowned designer and artist, Louis Tiffany. Several unique features were constructed and utilized, including the enormous Czechoslovakian crystal chandeliers that
amplified light throughout the massive atrium. Shea’s Buffalo was finally completed on January 16, 1926 for a cost of nearly $2
million - the equivalent of about $28 million today.

Continued on p. F4

Photo: Google Images

3. Lore
Supernatural’s plotlines tend to draw inspiration from classic folklore, legends,
and Biblical stories. Though the show’s
writers usually take creative liberties and
create their own plotlines as well, the
balance between incorporating both
well-known stories and original themes
makes for a unique and intriguing viewing experience.
A twist taken from the Bible, can be
found in Genesis 1:2-4 which says,
“And the earth was without form, and
void; and darkness was upon the face of
the deep… And God saw the light, that
it was good: and God divided the light
from the darkness.” In Supernatural, “the
Darkness” is more than just a thing, it’s
a being—God’s sister, Amara.
4. Characters
It’s easy to love a bad boy. Dean Winchester is a charming brute, to say the
least. The older Winchester is courageous, determined, and a warrior. He
takes orders and follows them like a
“good soldier,” a practice Sam himself
questions. Dean never questions the
idea of following blind orders and always doing what their father says. After
the boys’ father leaves, Dean struggles
with following orders from an absent
father, and simultaneously feels the
need to be a leader for his little brother,
Sam. Growing up, Dean had to play
mom, dad, and older brother, forcing
him to grow up too soon. However, he
still has a fun-loving and somewhat
childish personality, which makes him
such a likeable character.
Sam is the character who struggles the
most on the show. In the show’s pilot,
he made the big decision to leave the
“family business” to pursue a normal
life. When Sam was a baby, a yelloweyed demon snuck into his nursery and
killed his mother. After she died, John
the Winchester boys’ father, went on a

quest for revenge to hunt down the thing
that killed her. While doing so, he became a “hunter,” and began hunting the
supernatural, while also raising Sam and
Dean to do the same. Although Dean
adjusted to that life, Sam always resisted—breaking from his family’s expectations and making him entirely relatable.
Castiel (played by Misha Collins) is an
angel who rebelled against Heaven for
the Winchester boys. One of Castiel’s
quality traits is his loyalty to the Winchesters. He’s curious and asks odd questions simply because he’s an inexperienced angel who hasn’t had much contact with humans. For example, one
time he was on the phone with Dean and
he said, “This isn’t funny Dean. The
voice says I’m almost out of minutes.”
Other characters to look out for are:
Charlie Bradbury, Bobby Singer, Jack,
Kevin Tran, Crowley, Gabriel, Lucifer,
Rowena MacLeod, and many more.
5. The Angels
My personal favorite part of the show is
the way they present angels. They’re warriors of Heaven who don’t wear tunics or
play harps in the clouds—they fight. My
favorite effect done on the show is their
wings. Typically, a light flashes in the
background as the shadow of an angel’s
wings can be seen in the background. It’s
a unique and fascinating take on these
divine beings. While the angels are certainly very intimidating, the real threats
are the Archangels.
In the show, there are four Archangels:
Michael, Lucifer, Gabriel, and Raphael.
“They are fierce. They're absolute.
They're Heaven's most terrifying weapon” (Supernatural).

Continued on p. F5
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Q & A with an SMH Certified First Responder
The Marian Gazette contributor Nicole Gorny sat down with fellow
junior Athena Mohamed to see what
life is like on the job for Certified
First Responders and how other
interested students can get involved
in the field of emergency response.
Q: What made you want to go
into this line of work? Was it always a lifelong ambition or did
you discover your passion along
the way with a specific experience?
A: I always knew I wanted to help
others and make a difference in the
world. When Lancer First Responders came to St. Mary’s, I thought it
was a great opportunity to help others, be involved in the community,
and make a difference.
Q: What are some of the most
unique tasks you’ve had to learn?
A: Taking CFR (Certified First Responder) courses really brought my
training to a whole other level because I had to learn a lot about
bandaging, helping others, communication sills, and leadership skills
that I can also use throughout my
everyday life.

Q: Despite being so young,
you’ve had a lot of calls. Once in
action, has there ever been an
outcome that didn’t go the way
you expected? Would you change
anything?
A: When going on a lot of calls, you
always reflect and think about what
you did and how you can improve.
Everyone can always improve in
everything they do, so nothing will
ever be perfect. You could have always communicated more or solved
a problem better.
Q: How’s the relationship between everyone at the station?
Would you say that you’re all like
a family?
A: We’re all definitely like a huge
family—we help each other out and
can always rely on one another.
We’re all really like brothers and
sisters. We may fight or have a disagreement, but we know that at the
end of the day, we have each other’s
backs.

Q: What’s your favorite part about
what you’re doing?
A: When you go on a call or help someone in the community, you definitely see
that you’re making a difference and
having an impact. It’s an honorable and
awesome feeling.
Q: What are your plans for your future?
A: I plan to take Firefighter One classes
when I’m 18 so that I can become an
interior firefighter. Then, my plans are
to go to ECC to further my medical
career as a paramedic.
Q: What would you say to anyone
interested in pursuing what you do?
A: The sky isn’t the limit. You shouldn’t be defined by your ethnicity or gender. Even though the fire hall may be
male-dominated, that shouldn’t define
who you are. You should always work
hard for everything.
Q: Anything you might want to add
that maybe I didn’t ask about?
A: Help others and always save lives!

Shea’s Theatre Gets a Facelift
Continued from p. F2
For nearly 40 years, Shea’s
was a popular venue for
movies as well as for Vaudeville shows. However,
as the passage of time
marched on, Shea’s interior and exterior began to

take a beating. The late ʼ60s
and early ʼ70s were a low
point in Shea’s architectural
history, as the theatre was
in such decline that a temporary closing and renovation were required.

After a period of many
years of restoration, Shea’s
was reopened in its original
glory.
The new name for the
theatre was Shea’s Performing Arts Center. It has
become a popular destination for traveling Broadway productions.

Vampires, Ghosts, and
Werewolves… Oh My!
Continued from p. F3
6. Exploring Faith
Supernatural doesn’t shy away from faith
and explores the idea of doubting one’s
faith as well. At first, Dean doesn’t
believe in the supernatural. He says
there’s no such thing as Heaven or
angels because he has never seen these
things. Sam, on the other hand, says
that because of all the things he and
Dean have experienced, there must be
greater powers in the world. While the
show goes onto prove that there are
supernatural forces, there is still doubt.
Nothing is resolved when Sam and
Dean see angels, or even God. They
believe they’re real, but they are still
unsure how to feel about it. That alone
is powerful and speaks to the audience.

7. Nothing Left Unexplored
Throughout the show, all sorts of paranormal
and supernatural ideas have been explored,
which assists with both character development and developing interesting new plot
points. As the show progresses, more creatures are brought into the story, such as vampires, ghosts, werewolves, witches, demons,
and angels. While there are certainly many
television shows airing that involve these beings, none of them have managed to last as
long as the smash-hit CW series, Supernatural.

Photo: Rotten Tomatoes

Hooky for a Day with Mr. Kelleher
Breakfast at Betty's, a pic with Frank
Lloyd Wright himself at the Frank Lloyd
Wright's Martin House, a stop at
Parkside Candy, and lunch at the Curtiss
Hotel! Hooky with the Head of School
sure worked out well for Ashley '19 and
Tyler '20 Cruz! Want your kids to have
this chance? Make sure you come to
next year's Lancer Auction to bid on
"Hooky for a Day" with Mr. Kelleher.

Thank you for all of the
support this year! I will be
showing my art at the
Glens Falls and Lewiston
Art Festivals this summer
and would love for all our
readers to come to see
these wonderful events!

Frank Lloyd Wright at the
Marin House

Chocolate time!

Breakfast at Betty’s
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Prom King Eric
Brown and
Prom Queen
Shae Antonicelli
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Prom Prince
Brent Casillo
and Prom Princess Emily Sierk
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Photo Page—Picnic

Freshmen took over the soccer nets.

School Calendars - June 2018

Juniors engaged in an intense game of Spikeball.

7:00 p.m.
June 13th Cont.

Junior girls, Claire Fahey (left) and Kailey Kline
(right) make Kan-Jam look fun!

Close enough to a dunk.

...with the save!

Freshmen, Laura Fontaine and Katelyn Laistner make
a great team!

For more photos from the picnic and other events from St.
Mary’s, check out our Facebook page!

For the latest school calendar updates, please visit smhlancers.org.

